Learn More: Student Buyer’s Guide

Buyer’s Guide:
What textbook option is best for you?
Online Book: This is our least expensive textbook option. Access your Online Book via our new ePub Reader, which works on most popular devices. For best reading experience, we recommend using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer ® browser. Our online book includes search, highlighting and note taking functionality. If you want printing capabilities, we recommend one of the options below. The online textbook is available immediately after checkout.
1.

2. The Digital Bundle (Printable PDFs + Basic Online Book): Available for all textbooks and some (not all) study guides. The digital bundle provides you with
two versions of the textbook: the online book (see above) and a PDF version that’s packaged in chapter downloads. The pdf files enable the user to study offline when internet
connection isn’t available. The textbook is available immediately after checkout. Print directly from the opened PDF, or download/save the PDF by clicking on "File", then "Save
As" from your toolbar.

3. Hybrid Bundles: 3 options for those of you interested in studying using a paper version of your textbook:
#1 (Loose-leaf + Online Book): Another “two-for-one” option: a one-color loose-leaf version of the book plus free access to the Online Book. Fits in 3-ring binder (not provided).
Use the Online Book while the black & white loose-leaf is shipped directly to you (allow up to 7 business days).
#2 (One-Color Paperback + Online Book): this Hybrid Bundle includes a bound, black & white paperback textbook plus access to the Online Book. Use the online version while
your paperback ships directly to you (allow 5 to 7 business days). Details on how to order are provided when you select this option.
#3 (Color Paperback + Online Book): this Hybrid Bundle includes a bound, color paperback textbook plus access to the Online Book. Use the online version while your paperback ships directly to you (allow up to 7 business days). Details on how to order are provided when you select this option. (Available for select titles.)

Preferences
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Recommended Option

Comments

Most Affordable

Basic Online Book

Can't beat the price! Includes search, highlighting and notes.

Reading Print

The Digital Bundle or either Hybrid Bundle

Digital Bundle provides printable PDF chapters; Hybrid bundle includes
paperback

Portability

One of the Hybrid Bundle versions

Study online w/the Online Book from any computer; use paperback
when you're offline.

Mobility-multiple devices

Any option

Our ePub Reader works on the major mobile devices, including i-Phone,
i-Pad and Android devices; plus works on all computers.
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Option 1: The Online Book
Our most affordable textbook option
Accessed through your Textbook Media account (log-in and password required)
 Can be used by most popular devices/computers
 Navigate through Table of Contents
 Includes Search, Highlighting and Notes
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Option 2: The Digital Bundle

+



A highly popular option



Two digital versions of your textbook:
Basic Online Book and Printable PDF Chapters



Use your Online Book when connected



Use PDF when offline or when you want to print

PDF Chapters:

Basic Online Book:


Accessed through your Textbook Media account
(log-in and password required)
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Can be read from any computer

See previous page for more on Basic Online Book




Chapter by chapter downloads
Download all chapters at one time


Or as you need them
(a step-through follows)
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Option 3: The Hybrid Bundle

+



Our most popular option



Two versions of your textbook:

Basic Online Book + print version of your textbook


Use your Online Book when connected



Use your Online Book while paperback ships



Use print version when offline or when you want to study from print

Print:

Online Book:



Accessed through your Textbook Media account
(log-in and password required)



Can be read from any computer

Choose between loose-leaf, Black & White or
Color Paperback


Shipped via FedEx directly to your home


See Page 2 for more on Basic Online Book
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5 to 7 days to arrive

Includes immediate access to
your Online Book after check-out
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And Upgrade Options/Prices to other version are readily at hand!
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